
The Benefits of Regenerate & Preserve

Pathogen management is a key risk factor that every grower faces, even in the
most carefully tended cultivation facilities. As cannabis markets mature and

cultivation operations scale up, pathogen management will become
increasingly urgent. In mature cannabis markets like California, cultivators have

seen pathogens sweep from one facility to the next, in some cases
leaving operators with few options for sourcing clean starting material. 

  
Segra’s Regenerate and Preserve program offers your best line of defense
against disease—but it is actually an offensive maneuver. By starting now,

before you see any changes, you can ward off future problems. Clippings from
your plants are initiated into tissue culture, where we can isolate any pathogens

that might already be present, and strip them away from the genetic material,
restoring your plant to its original vigor and then preserving it indefinitely for
your exclusive future use. No matter what happens within the walls of your



greenhouse, you will have quick access to as many healthy plantlets as you
need.  

  
Think of Regenerate and Preserve as your insurance policy. It leaves you

with continuous and consistent grow—no matter what. Protect your valuable IP,
avoid degradation, and sustain value in your genetics. Get started with R&P

now at a cost that is lower than you might be expecting. 

LIMITED TIME OFFER  

Until November 30th, new Regenerate and Preserve orders are eligible
to receive 10 free plantlets for every cultivar processed, so you can

see the results of PTC in your grow immediately.  
 

Click Here to Learn More or Redeem This Offer

mailto:info@segra-intl.com?subject=November%20Special%20Offer%20(GrowthNotes)&body=Please%20let%20me%20know%20how%20I%20can%20receive%2010%20free%20platelets%20with%20my%20Regenerate%20and%20Preserve%20order.


Reinvigorate Your Mother Stock

Mother stock faces natural diminishments over time, but you shouldn’t settle for
diminished results. Let Segra provide you with clean, vigorous tissue culture

plantlets to use as mother plants. 
  

Our Mother Stock Program allows you to choose from a full range of Segra’s
public collections or choose your own genetics to provide you with an ongoing
supply of new, reinvigorated, disease-free mother plants. Why not focus your
resources more sustainably on growing productive plants instead of on nursing

mothers, and reap many of the benefits of TC at the same time. 
  



Rejuvenate your mother stock today, starting at $100 per
mother plantlet license with unlimited cuttings. 
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